Abstract
Introduction
Synchronous design is used in the vast majority of digital circuits because it permits the designer to separate the issues of timing 'and logical functionality into two independent problems. Unfortunately, there are many circuits that do not permit this convenient abstraction; these include interface and asynchronous circuits where correct dynamic behavior is essential. If the functionality of a circuit is dependent upon the timing of its circuit elements or the timing of external stimuli, we call the circuit timing-critical. The dynamic timing simulator we have developed, called MTV [GI, addresses problems associated with these circuits. The goal of this research is to simulate large circuits that include timing-critical elements. Therefore, it is necessary to strike a balance between accuracy and efficiency. 
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Rising, Falling, Changing and Uninitialized to represent the state of a wire at a given time. These simulators are capable of simulating very large systems but are not sophisticated enough to detect the subtle timing relationships upon which timing-critical systems depend. They do not attempt to resolve ambiguous event ordering, and so they must perform a worst-case analysis where temporal and logical information degrades rapidly. This results in an efficient, but pessimistic, simulation. A second class of min/max simulators [5,7,1] enumerates all possible event orderings and simulates them independently. These approaches are limited to circuits that generate few overlapping events. Another exhaustive simulator, CTSS [4] , cannot handle asymmetric rise and fall times and its efficiency is very dependent upon the granularity of the time step and the efficiency of its BDD encoding.
Simulation in MTV
Because the behavior of timing-critical circuits depends on the delays of the circuit elements, it is important to account for uncertainty in these delays due to process variation and operating conditions. MTV assigns each gate a minimum and a maximum delay that covers the range of the possible variations. There are a number of phenomena that, if detected, can improve the accuracy of a simulation. These include: reconvergent fanout, delay correlation, and logical event ordering. This section will illustrate these phenomena using the phase detector shown in Figure 1 [3] . This is <an example of a timing-critical circuit that exhibits asynchronous behavior and where correct functionality is critically dependent on the delays of the circuit elements. We will use this circuit to illustrate important issues in simulation of circuits in the presence of temporal uncertainty. To function properly, the behavior of this circuit must be symmetric with respect to the inputs. If the rising edge of one input occurs before the rising edge of the other, then the corresponding output will go low for a period to charge or discharge the capacitor controlling the frequency of the synthesized clock. At quiescence, both outputs are True.
Figure 2: An event graph Figure 2 shows a fragment of the event graph generated during the simulation of the phase detector. Each event has a letter designation, a wire name and a value. Each edge is annotated with a delay value (in n6). We denote the delay between two events x and y as XHY. The delay from the event on OufClk to first event on Set (labelled b) is a summation of several gate delays not shown in this figure. The signal OE is the Nand of OD and Set. Throughout the discussion of this example, the goal is lo determine what steps are necessary for the event on OD to precede the second event on Set (labelled g), because this will prevent a hazard on OE.
Reconvergent fanout
MTV detects reconvergent fanout and removes its associated common ambiguity. Reconvergent fanout occurs when two or more events have been caused (directly or indirectly) by the same event. When computing the separation of two events, by considering only the delays from the events back to the last common ancestor, common imbiguity due the reconvergent fanout is eliminated. This enables MTV to detect event orderings that might otherwise go undetected. The common ancestor of eventsf and g is event b, so the uncertainty due to the delay up to b is eliminated. Since b~f=[14,20] and bwg=[17,28], if a delay of (20-17=3) is inserted between OD and Set, the hazard is avoided.
In Scald 'and Clover, the interval of an event is the accumulation of all the uncertainty leading up to that event. It is not possible for them to attribute portions of the uncertainty to any circuit element, so common ambiguity cannot be eliminated. Since the worst-case bounds on event f is [22,39] and on g is [25, 47] , Scald requires an inserted delay of (39-25=14). This is clearly not as desirable as a delay of 3. In fact, because of the symmetric nature of the circuit and its operation, modifying the delay of the Nor gate that drives OD will solve this hazard but exacerbate the potential hazard on OE. It is not possible, by modifying the delays of the given gates, for Scald to simulate this circuit as correct. It is, however, possible to simulate the circuit by inserting buffers between OD and Set and between RD and Set. According to Scald, the maximum frequency at which the circuit can operate correctly is 10.5 MHz.
Delay correlation
Because of the symmetric nature of the phase detector, the designer may "mirror" the layout (as is common in analog design) such that the delays of corresponding gates are nearly equal. To allow full or partial delay correlation, MTV allows gate delays to be expressed as symbolic delay expressions. If the delays of corresponding gates use the same symbolic expressions, MTV will detect thatf occurs before g and there is no h'zard. Assume that the delay of the gates driving OE and RE is Y, and the delay of the gates driving OD and RD is Z, then the delay from b tof is Y+Z, and the delay from b tog is Y+Z+ [3, 8] . Since thedifference is positive ( [3, 8] ), the events are ordered. According to MTV, the maximum frequency at which the circuit ccan operate correctly is 20.0 MHz. The fact that frequency attained by Scald is just half of that obtained by MTV is a direct result of the pessimism of the Scald algorithm and its inability to incorporate correlation information.
In a second type of correlation, MTV allows for correlated process/environmental variation by means of a correlation factor [9] . This stems from the observation that if a single gate is slow, then all gates exposed to the same environmental and processing variations are likely to be slow as well. The amount of correlation is indicated by a number (0.0 5 K 5 1.0); zero indicates no correlation and one indicates perfect correlation. In the example, if K20.73, then event d occurs before event g. Since MTV detects this, the occurrence of g will not cause a transition on OE. If the ordering is not detected (like in a Scald simulation), a Changing event is generated on OE.
Logical event ordering
Unlike Scald and Clover, MTV detects event orderings due to logical constraints as well as those due to temporal constraints. A logical ordering does not exist between eventsf and g, because only one of the inputs (f or d) need fall for the output to rise since g is the Nand off and d. Therefore, it cannot be assumed that the output follows a particular input. However, if the polarity of each of the signals is reversed (so that events d and f are both True), events d andf must both occur before event g, because both inputs must transition to True before the output can transition to False. MTV will detect this and simulate the circuit accordingly.
Simulation of event orderings
This section briefly highlights MTV's simulation of ordered events and overlapping events: details cm be found in the thesis describing this work [6] . There is a temporal partial order among the events at the inputs to a gate. Figure 3 illustrates a partial order and a set of weak orders to which it extends. In the weak order, events enclosed in braces are unordered. The number of total orders to which a weak order extends is indicated to the right of the weak order. A weak order allows some events to overlap while allowing others to be ordered. By simulating the weak order {ab}{cde}, MTV handles 12 total orders simultaneously. The ability to simulate overlapping events may result in far fewer cases than the exhaustive systems that generate all possible total orders.
Each weak order is simulated independently. To simulate a weak order, the sets of overlapping events are simulated, in turn, from first to last. Since the weak order "obeys" the partial order, any event that occurs before another in the partial order will be simulated before that event in the weak order. In this way, orderings between the events are respected in the simulation. MTV does not bifurcate when it simulates weak orders; after the weak event orders are simulated, the results are merged together to generate a single new event. Therefore, the behavior of a wire is represented by a single waveform.
It is desirable to respect event orderings in simulation for two reasons. First, if it can be determined that controlling input events (e.g. a False input to an And gate) occur before non-controlling input events, no Changing event will be generated on the output. This was observed in the example from the phase detector, but the same principle extends to gates with any number of inputs. Second, it may eliminate 250 some events from the list of potential parents of an output event, thus preserving more temporal information. We have run MTV on a number of examples from the ISCAS85 benchmark suite. These examples were run using fifty randomly generated Boolean test vectors. All inputs transition at time 0. These results are presented to demonstrate the scalability of the algorithms used by MTV, and its improvements in accuracy over an approach like that of Scald and Clover. The results for "Scald" are approximated by using MTV with lhe appropriate optimizations disabled.
The results for the circuits in the ISCAS85 benchmark suiteareshowninTable 1.Thecolumns labelled "[10,15]," "[ 10,201" and "[ 10,501'' show the percentage accuracy improvement of MTV over Scald for minimum gate delays of 10 and maximum of 15, 20 and SO, respectively. The accuracy of a simulator is defined as the summation over all signals of lhe amount of time the signal has the value Changing (a lower number indicates more accuracy). The percentage improvement is (I-(Acc~~v/Acc~,,ld))*100. The last column shows the execution time in seconds of the slowest of the test cases on an HP715/50. These results indicate that, as expected, MTV performs no worse than Scald, and may be more than twice as accurate, even on combinational circuits that are not timing-critical. Timingcritical circuits cm yield far greater accuracy improvements. 
Conclusion
We have presented MTV, a simulator combining symbolic min/max delay simulation and ;an extended value set. It is more accurate than Scald-based simulators and more efficient than exhaustive simulators. MTV eliminates common ambiguity, detects logically ordered events, and simulates correlated delays without resorting to exhaustive simulation. MTV implements an iiccuracy/efficiency tradeoff between timing verifiers that simulate all possible orderings and those that do not resolve ordering ambiguities.
